
StyleView® Carts 
with Lithium Iron battery technology

The leader in point-of-care  
digital mounting and mobility

Ergotron increases customer choice with 
the addition of Lithium Iron (LiFe) battery 
technology to our point-of-care electronic 
medical records portfolio 

Why choose a StyleView EMR cart  
powered with LiFe?

Extremely lightweight and adjustable!  

The LiFe power system combines with StyleView’s ergonomic 
adjustability to decrease caregiver fatigue and enhance overall 
wellness and productivity

Ultrafast recharge ensures caregiver and cart uptime  

A full recharge from full discharge can be completed in around 
two hours for typical loads. Less charging = more caregiving! 

Long battery ‘LiFe’ minimizes time and cost for  
maintenance and replacement  

Proven to achieve thousands of cycles per lifetime and to last 
several years in a typical healthcare setting

Safe and certified  

For patient and caregiver safety the LiFe power module is fully 
certified to UL 60601-1; FULL power system and cart-level 
certification is in progress

Includes FREE StyleLink with enterprise capabilities

Install, access and manage your StyleView power systems from 
a remote location across WAN, LAN, or VPN

EMR Laptop Powered 
SV42-42303  

120V60Hz 40Ah

EMR LCD Arm Powered 
SV42-42302  

120V60Hz 40Ah

EMR LCD Pivot Powered 
SV42-42301  

120V60Hz 40Ah

LiFe
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See how you will benefit from our years 
of digital display mounting and mobility 
innovation in healthcare environments. 
http://healthcare.ergotron.com

➀  True ergonomics! Accommodates the largest range of 
caregiver heights with single-motion adjustment for sitting  
or standing and bifocal users; StyleView carts help promote  
caregiver wellness 

➁  Ergonomic back-tilt keyboard tray with left or right mouse 
tray ensures wrists remain in a neutral position during data  
entry. LCD and keyboard swivel side-to-side for closer access while interacting with patients

➂		Push-button Ethernet ready-on function embedded in worksurface: awaken enclosed computer 
from energy-saving hibernation mode with the touch of an external button—facilitates easy 
compliance with EnergyStar 4.0 guidelines 

➃  Lockable, ventilated enclosed storage for closed laptop, thin client or CPU up to 15.75W x 
14.75D x 3.75H (40 x 37.5 x 9.5 cm). Keys and locks are heavy-duty 

➄  Surfaces are treated with Agion® Antimicrobial for product protection; handles are smooth and 
continuous for improved cleanability

➅  Durable, easy-to-clean exterior composed of aluminum, high-grade plastic and zinc-plated steel 
promotes infection control

➆ 150W power module with 40 Ah 120V 60Hz Lithium Iron (LiFe) battery  

➇  StyleView’s small footprint, with ultra-smooth gliding casters, travels across carpeted or hard 
floors with ease—perfect for moving within space-constrained areas 

  For patient and caregiver safety, the power module is certified to UL 60601-1; FULL power 
system and cart-level certification is in progress

  Safe, environmentally responsible design provides peace of mind: non-toxic, non-contaminating, 
non-explosive; no special disposal required

  Open-architecture design accommodates most laptops—even widescreen—easing future 
hardware deployments and upgrades

  Covered by Global Service Program—24/7 coverage; other StyleView EMR carts will be 
upgradeable to LiFe

 Available US and Canada only

Attractive, lightweight and ergonomic, these carts meet 
the individual needs of the caregiver while supporting 
the application-specific needs of point-of-care.

27″  (68,6 cm)
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EMR LiFe Carts 
Electronic Medical Records

Lightweight. Ultrafast recharge.  
Long battery LiFe.

™

FREE!

Includes FREE StyleLink with enterprise capabilities—Install, access and manage your StyleView 
power systems from a remote location across WAN, LAN, or VPN. StyleLink’s three-part software 
package maximizes your IT tech-support time by giving you real-time centralized control over 
carts across campus, the city, country or the world


